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AbstractAbstract

Computer simulation of largeComputer simulation of large--scale conformational transitions in proteins requires optimizingscale conformational transitions in proteins requires optimizing
protein structure, identifying gating pathways and finding transprotein structure, identifying gating pathways and finding transition conformers. We present a ition conformers. We present a 
new search technique, Monte Carlo Normal Mode Following (MCnew search technique, Monte Carlo Normal Mode Following (MC--NMF), for locating global NMF), for locating global 
minima, determining gating pathway(s) and following them in one minima, determining gating pathway(s) and following them in one procedure. All degrees of procedure. All degrees of 
freedom (bond lengths, bond angles, torsion and improper torsionfreedom (bond lengths, bond angles, torsion and improper torsion angles) are variable. The angles) are variable. The 
MCMC--NMF method relaxes the protein to its global minimum sampling coNMF method relaxes the protein to its global minimum sampling conformational nformational 
fluctuations in normal coordinate representation. When a global fluctuations in normal coordinate representation. When a global minimum is reached it climbs minimum is reached it climbs 
up a potential energy surface by maximizing the energy along theup a potential energy surface by maximizing the energy along the Hessian’s lowest mode Hessian’s lowest mode 
eigenvector while simultaneously minimizing the energy along alleigenvector while simultaneously minimizing the energy along all other (orthogonal) other (orthogonal) 
eigenvectors. Moves along the reaction pathway are governed by teigenvectors. Moves along the reaction pathway are governed by the Metropolis Monte Carlo he Metropolis Monte Carlo 
criterion. After each step, the Hessian is recomputed and its eicriterion. After each step, the Hessian is recomputed and its eigenvectors recalculated. The genvectors recalculated. The 
procedure is continued iteratively until convergence to a transiprocedure is continued iteratively until convergence to a transition structure is achieved. We tion structure is achieved. We 
consider two structures of gramicidin A (gA), 1MAG and 1JNO, to consider two structures of gramicidin A (gA), 1MAG and 1JNO, to illustrate the method. Both illustrate the method. Both 
structures were MCstructures were MC--NMF relaxed to NMF relaxed to a geometry with the least strain energy in all modes (zero a geometry with the least strain energy in all modes (zero 
gradients)gradients) and the original and minimized structures compared. We find the and the original and minimized structures compared. We find the lowestlowest--frequency frequency 
normal mode (NM), normal mode (NM), ~~6.5 cm6.5 cm--11, describing interactions between the two gA monomers, is , describing interactions between the two gA monomers, is 
responsible for gating. The gA structures provide a template forresponsible for gating. The gA structures provide a template for testing the MCtesting the MC--NMF method NMF method 
for partitioning protein residues into rigid groups. Linear combfor partitioning protein residues into rigid groups. Linear combination of local translational ination of local translational 
and rotational motions of these rigid groups adequately approximand rotational motions of these rigid groups adequately approximate lowate low--frequency modes. frequency modes. 
This paves the way for applications to treating gating transitioThis paves the way for applications to treating gating transitions in large proteins.ns in large proteins.

IntroductionIntroduction
Gating of gA is thought to involve association and dissociation Gating of gA is thought to involve association and dissociation of gA monomers. The of gA monomers. The 
existence of multiple open and closed states of gA was discovereexistence of multiple open and closed states of gA was discovered recently [1] using patchd recently [1] using patch--
clamp fluorescence microscopy [2]. It was postulated that: 1) inclamp fluorescence microscopy [2]. It was postulated that: 1) intermediate gA conformers termediate gA conformers 
arise from fluctuations of the six intermonomer hydrogenarise from fluctuations of the six intermonomer hydrogen--bonds (HB) that disrupt the pore of bonds (HB) that disrupt the pore of 
gA; 2) the gA channel could be in closed states even if the two gA; 2) the gA channel could be in closed states even if the two monomers were in an monomers were in an 
intermediate dimerized state, with not significant change in theintermediate dimerized state, with not significant change in their physical separation. ir physical separation. 
Molecular details of gA dissociation were revealed [3] using theMolecular details of gA dissociation were revealed [3] using the kMCRPF method [4]. A kMCRPF method [4]. A 
simplified computational model capturing essential features of tsimplified computational model capturing essential features of the monomer’s dynamics he monomer’s dynamics 
showed that: 1) gA monomers undergo relative rotary motion with showed that: 1) gA monomers undergo relative rotary motion with simultaneous lateral simultaneous lateral 
displacement rather than direct axial separation; 2) multiple indisplacement rather than direct axial separation; 2) multiple intermediate conformers arise termediate conformers arise 
from transitions between stable states with different number of from transitions between stable states with different number of HBs passing through dimeric HBs passing through dimeric 
intermediates corresponding to nonconductive pores.intermediates corresponding to nonconductive pores.

Here, we introduce a new approach, MCHere, we introduce a new approach, MC--NMF, to obtain an atomistic understanding of gA’s NMF, to obtain an atomistic understanding of gA’s 
gating mechanism. This method combines normal mode analysis (NMAgating mechanism. This method combines normal mode analysis (NMA) and eigenvector) and eigenvector--
following (EF) with the Metropolis Monte Carlo technique. We idefollowing (EF) with the Metropolis Monte Carlo technique. We identify the direction given by ntify the direction given by 
the lowestthe lowest--frequency NM with the transition pathway in gA and use the EF mefrequency NM with the transition pathway in gA and use the EF method to locate thod to locate 
gating pathway(s) and transitiongating pathway(s) and transition--state structures. The results show that the loweststate structures. The results show that the lowest--frequency frequency 
NM of NM of ~~6.5 cm6.5 cm--11 is the mode most relevant to gating gA. This NM describes totalis the mode most relevant to gating gA. This NM describes totally concerted, ly concerted, 
opposed relative rotation of the gA monomers. opposed relative rotation of the gA monomers. 

Computational ModelComputational Model
�� We use the two highWe use the two high--resolution 1JNO and 1MAG crystal structures with the pore resolution 1JNO and 1MAG crystal structures with the pore 
unoccupied or occupied by seven waters and two Kunoccupied or occupied by seven waters and two K++ at the binding sites (at the binding sites (Figure 1Figure 1).).

�� All systems were described by the CHARMM22 topology and parametAll systems were described by the CHARMM22 topology and parameter files, with er files, with 
calculations carried out in vacuum. For the bonded and noncalculations carried out in vacuum. For the bonded and non--bonded energy terms both bonded energy terms both 
gradient and Hessian were calculated analytically; for other enegradient and Hessian were calculated analytically; for other energy terms (angle, dihedral, rgy terms (angle, dihedral, 
improper and Ureyimproper and Urey--Bradley) a fourthBradley) a fourth--order finiteorder finite--difference differentiation was used. difference differentiation was used. 

�� The standard allThe standard all--mode NMA was carried out using the DSPEV eigensolver from the mode NMA was carried out using the DSPEV eigensolver from the 
LAPACK library and highly optimizedLAPACK library and highly optimized "building block" BLAS"building block" BLAS routines for performing basic routines for performing basic 
vector and matrix operations; the overall translational and rotavector and matrix operations; the overall translational and rotational modes of gA were tional modes of gA were 
removed using the Eckart conditions.removed using the Eckart conditions.

�� The gA structures were divided into rigid blocks, each composedThe gA structures were divided into rigid blocks, each composed of one residue; the lowof one residue; the low--
frequency NMs were calculated as a linear combination of the rotfrequency NMs were calculated as a linear combination of the rotations and translation of ations and translation of 
these blocks (“rotationsthese blocks (“rotations--translations of blocks”, the RTB method [5]).translations of blocks”, the RTB method [5]).

�� The EF method was used to find gating pathways and saddle pointThe EF method was used to find gating pathways and saddle points; modes; mode--following was following was 
done using Newtondone using Newton--Raphson steps to maximize the energy along a lowestRaphson steps to maximize the energy along a lowest--frequency frequency 
eigendirection while simultaneously minimizing the energy along eigendirection while simultaneously minimizing the energy along all other orthogonal all other orthogonal 
eigenvectors; the Metropolis criterion was used to accept or rejeigenvectors; the Metropolis criterion was used to accept or reject trial moves. ect trial moves. 

�� All these techniques are implemented in All these techniques are implemented in our our MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) MCICP (Monte Carlo Ion Channel Proteins) 
code.  All code.  All MCMC--NMF sNMF simulations are performed usingimulations are performed using the the MCICPMCICP code.code.

Figure 1.Figure 1. The minimized 1JNO structure The minimized 1JNO structure 
(shown as sticks) with two K(shown as sticks) with two K++ ions (pink ions (pink 
spheres) at their binding sites and seven spheres) at their binding sites and seven 
waters (five in the pore between the ions waters (five in the pore between the ions 
and two exterior, in the pore mouths). We and two exterior, in the pore mouths). We 
term this assembly (the 1JNO structure, term this assembly (the 1JNO structure, 
two Ktwo K++ ions and seven waters) the “1JNO ions and seven waters) the “1JNO 
system.” The EF method was used to system.” The EF method was used to 
locate a geometry with the lowest strain locate a geometry with the lowest strain 
energy by minimizing the energy along all energy by minimizing the energy along all 
normal modes until a rootnormal modes until a root--meanmean--square square 
gradient of ~10gradient of ~10--66 kcal molkcal mol--11 ÅÅ--11 was was 
reached. All degrees of freedom (bond reached. All degrees of freedom (bond 
lengths, bond angles, torsion and improper lengths, bond angles, torsion and improper 
torsion angles) in both gA and the waters torsion angles) in both gA and the waters 
were variable. The figure was generated were variable. The figure was generated 
using our MCICP code. The “1MAG using our MCICP code. The “1MAG 
system” is constructed in a similar system” is constructed in a similar 
fashion.fashion.

Eigenvalues of the minimized 1JNO and 1MAG systemsEigenvalues of the minimized 1JNO and 1MAG systems

1JNO system1JNO system

n               cmn               cm--11

1           1           --2.15E2.15E--0505
2           2           --1.73E1.73E--0505
3           3           --1.24E1.24E--0505
4            1.97E4            1.97E--0505
5            3.45E5            3.45E--0505
6            9.52E6            9.52E--0505
7            6.663287            6.66328
8            8.013678            8.01367
9            8.780189            8.78018

................
1723      3423.981723      3423.98
1724      3682.061724      3682.06
1725      3682.271725      3682.27

1MAG system1MAG system

n             cmn             cm--11

1           1           --5.78E5.78E--0505
2           2           --3.37E3.37E--0505
3           3           --2.51E2.51E--0505
4           4           --9.79E9.79E--0606
5            1.75E5            1.75E--0505
6            2.75E6            2.75E--0505
7            6.499867            6.49986
8            8.389398            8.38939
9            8.795789            8.79578

................
1723      3424.201723      3424.20
1724      3682.091724      3682.09
1725      3682.291725      3682.29

There are There are NN = 575 atoms in the gA system = 575 atoms in the gA system 
resulting in 1725 normal modesresulting in 1725 normal modes

as starting models they are fairly close to an as starting models they are fairly close to an 
energy minimum, with 73 negative eigenvalue energy minimum, with 73 negative eigenvalue 
modes in 1JNO & 45 negative eigenvalue modes in 1JNO & 45 negative eigenvalue 
modes in 1MAGmodes in 1MAG

The original gA crystal structures:The original gA crystal structures:

The minimized gA structures:The minimized gA structures:
the first six eigenvalues are near zero; other the first six eigenvalues are near zero; other 
eigenvalues are positive; eigenvalues are positive; 
the energy drop: the energy drop: 

for 1JNO     ~ 328.1 kTfor 1JNO     ~ 328.1 kT
for 1MAG   ~ 669.4 kT for 1MAG   ~ 669.4 kT 

Main observation:Main observation: LowLow--frequency eigenvalues for both gA structures and gA systems difffrequency eigenvalues for both gA structures and gA systems differ er 
little, indicating that little, indicating that ions and waters in the gA pore have little energetic effect on tions and waters in the gA pore have little energetic effect on the cost of he cost of 
deformations along lowdeformations along low--frequency eigendirections; lowfrequency eigendirections; low--frequency eigenvectors were frequency eigenvectors were 
unaffected by the presence of the ions and waters in the gA poreunaffected by the presence of the ions and waters in the gA pore..
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Figure 2.Figure 2. The frequency spectrum The frequency spectrum 
of 1JNO and 1MAG systems. The of 1JNO and 1MAG systems. The 
spectrum’s lowspectrum’s low--frequency region is frequency region is 
similar to that of Roux & Karplus similar to that of Roux & Karplus 
[6], with a density of [6], with a density of ~~18 modes in 18 modes in 
the interval 50the interval 50--60 cm60 cm--11. These . These 
describe motions of secondarydescribe motions of secondary--
structure elements (structure elements (��--sheetssheets). At ). At 
higher frequencies (> 500 cmhigher frequencies (> 500 cm--11) our ) our 
NM spectrum differs from [6]. This NM spectrum differs from [6]. This 
region of the spectrum from 500 to region of the spectrum from 500 to 
1800 cm1800 cm--11 corresponds to internal corresponds to internal 
vibrations of single amino acids. vibrations of single amino acids. 
Spectral variations are  attributable Spectral variations are  attributable 
to  slight side chainto  slight side chain conformational conformational 
differences between  the minimized differences between  the minimized 
1JNO and 1MAG systems. At large 1JNO and 1MAG systems. At large 
wave numbers (beyond 2800 cmwave numbers (beyond 2800 cm--11 ) ) 
there is the wellthere is the well--separated block of separated block of 
hydrogen vibrations. hydrogen vibrations. 

RMSD between the gA structuresRMSD between the gA structures

� The 1MAG structure is highly stressed compared to the 1JNO strucThe 1MAG structure is highly stressed compared to the 1JNO structure (the energy drop ture (the energy drop 
is higher and RMSD is larger), a finding in agreement with the cis higher and RMSD is larger), a finding in agreement with the conclusions of [7].onclusions of [7].

� The 1JNO and 1MAG structures, MCThe 1JNO and 1MAG structures, MC--NMF minimized in vacuum, converge in similar NMF minimized in vacuum, converge in similar 
fashion to those simulated in a lipid bilayer [7].fashion to those simulated in a lipid bilayer [7]. However, the transition of Trp9 between the However, the transition of Trp9 between the 
1JNO and 1MAG orientations [7] was not observed in our 1JNO and 1MAG orientations [7] was not observed in our MCMC--NMFNMF minimization.minimization.

RMSD between the original 1JNO and 1MAG crystal structures RMSD between the original 1JNO and 1MAG crystal structures 
whole structure            backbone                backbonewhole structure            backbone                backbone from [7]from [7]

3.13.1 Å                        Å                        1.41.4 Å                           Å                           1.41.4 ÅÅ
RMSD between the minimized 1JNO and 1MAG structures RMSD between the minimized 1JNO and 1MAG structures 
whole structure           backbone                 backbonewhole structure           backbone                 backbone from [7]from [7]

2.342.34 Å                      Å                      0.350.35 Å                first 1 ns:  Å                first 1 ns:  0.360.36 ÅÅ
last  1 ns:  last  1 ns:  0.210.21 ÅÅ

RMSD between the original crystal and minimized 1JNO structures RMSD between the original crystal and minimized 1JNO structures 
whole structure               backbone                bacwhole structure               backbone                backbone from [7]kbone from [7]

0.910.91 Å                        Å                        0.580.58 Å                           Å                           0.630.63 ÅÅ
RMSD between the original crystal and minimized 1MAG structures RMSD between the original crystal and minimized 1MAG structures 

whole structure               backbone                bawhole structure               backbone                backbone from [7]ckbone from [7]
2.482.48 Å                        Å                        1.351.35 Å                           Å                           1.21.2 ÅÅ

The lowestThe lowest--frequency mode of the minimized 1JNO systemfrequency mode of the minimized 1JNO system

aabb cc

Figure 3.Figure 3. Displacement of the atoms of the 1JNO system (Displacement of the atoms of the 1JNO system (aa) along the eigenvector of the ) along the eigenvector of the 
lowestlowest--frequency mode (7frequency mode (7thth) in the two opposing directions termed “negative” () in the two opposing directions termed “negative” (bb) and ) and 
“positive” (“positive” (cc). ). a:a: The minimized 1JNO system, as viewed along the channel axis. gAThe minimized 1JNO system, as viewed along the channel axis. gA
monomers are colored blue and green. Ions and waters are shown imonomers are colored blue and green. Ions and waters are shown in the pore. n the pore. b:b: The gA The gA 
system displaced along the 7system displaced along the 7thth eigenvector in the “negative” direction. Blue and green eigenvector in the “negative” direction. Blue and green 
arrows show the direction of motion of each monomer. arrows show the direction of motion of each monomer. c:c: The gA system displaced along The gA system displaced along 
the 7the 7th th eigenvector in the “positive” direction. The figures were made beigenvector in the “positive” direction. The figures were made by our MCICP code.y our MCICP code.

The lowestThe lowest--frequency mode of the minimized 1MAG systemfrequency mode of the minimized 1MAG system

aabb cc

Figure 4.Figure 4. The same as for The same as for Figure 3Figure 3, but for the 1MAG system., but for the 1MAG system.

Main observation:Main observation: The displacement of the gA system (The displacement of the gA system (aa) along the 7) along the 7thth eigenvector in eigenvector in 
“negative” (“negative” (bb) or “positive” () or “positive” (cc) directions reveals the relative rotation of the gA monomers. ) directions reveals the relative rotation of the gA monomers. 
This motion can be described as a near rigidThis motion can be described as a near rigid--body rotation around the central pore axis. Near body rotation around the central pore axis. Near 
both channel mouths the relative rotation of the gA system is laboth channel mouths the relative rotation of the gA system is larger than at the interrger than at the inter--monomer monomer 
junction. gA monomers rotate in opposite directions. For displacjunction. gA monomers rotate in opposite directions. For displacement in the “negative” ement in the “negative” 
direction (direction (bb), the blue monomer rotates clockwise and the green monomer rota), the blue monomer rotates clockwise and the green monomer rotates countertes counter--
clockwise. For displacement inclockwise. For displacement in the “positive” direction (the “positive” direction (cc), rotational directionality reverses.), rotational directionality reverses.

The RTB eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 1JNO and 1MAG structThe RTB eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 1JNO and 1MAG structuresures

1JNO structure1JNO structure

n        n        EEbb,  cm,  cm--11

1       1       --8.07E8.07E--0606
2       2       --5.31E5.31E--0606
3       3       --3.53E3.53E--0606
4       3.89E4       3.89E--0606
5       8.68E5       8.68E--0606
6       1.14E6       1.14E--0505
7       10.277777       10.27777
8       13.761338       13.76133
9       14.284029       14.28402

........................

1MAG structure1MAG structure

n        n        EEbb,, cmcm--11

1       1       --7.69E7.69E--0606
2       2       --5.98E5.98E--0606
3       3       --2.99E2.99E--0606
4       2.48E4       2.48E--0606
5       4.40E5       4.40E--0606
6       7.38E6       7.38E--0606
7       10.897127       10.89712
8       14.278818       14.27881
9       14.723609       14.72360

..........................

� There are a total of There are a total of nnbb = 34= 34 blocks, with one residue per blocks, with one residue per 
block, resulting in block, resulting in 204204 RTB normal modesRTB normal modes

� The RTB matrix The RTB matrix HHbb (size (size 6n6nbbxx6n6nbb) is constructed from ) is constructed from 
the allthe all--atom Hessian atom Hessian H H (size (size 3N3Nxx3N3N). ). HHbb = P= PTTHPHP, with , with PP
the the 3N3Nxx6n6nbb projection matrix built of vectors associated projection matrix built of vectors associated 
with local rotation and translation of each block [5] with local rotation and translation of each block [5] 

� The approximate eigenvalues The approximate eigenvalues EEbb and eigenvectors and eigenvectors UUbb of of 
the gA structures in the RTB subspace are obtained by the gA structures in the RTB subspace are obtained by 
diagonalizing diagonalizing HHbb using the standard DSPEV eigensolverusing the standard DSPEV eigensolver

� The The 3N3N allall--mode eigenvectors mode eigenvectors UU were obtained from were obtained from 
the RTB eigenvectors the RTB eigenvectors UUbb as as U = PUU = PUbb

Main observations:Main observations:
� RTB eigenvalues overestimate the energetic cost of deformation aRTB eigenvalues overestimate the energetic cost of deformation along the lowlong the low--frequency frequency 
NMs, but atNMs, but at low frequencies low frequencies they are wellthey are well--correlated with the standard allcorrelated with the standard all--mode eigenvalues mode eigenvalues 
with a scaling factor of with a scaling factor of ~1.7 ~1.7 
� The overlap between the lowThe overlap between the low--frequency RTB and allfrequency RTB and all--mode eigenvectors: mode eigenvectors: 

-- for the three lowfor the three low--frequency NMs of  1JNO:   0.97,  0.43,  0.54frequency NMs of  1JNO:   0.97,  0.43,  0.54
-- for the three lowfor the three low--frequency NMs of 1MAG:   0.99,  0.98,  0.83frequency NMs of 1MAG:   0.99,  0.98,  0.83

The two sets of lowThe two sets of low--frequency NMs are very similar, especially the 7frequency NMs are very similar, especially the 7thth eigenvector!eigenvector!

The 7The 7thth eigenvector of the 1JNO structure in the RTB approach eigenvector of the 1JNO structure in the RTB approach 

aabb cc

Figure 5.Figure 5. Perturbation of the 1JNO structure (Perturbation of the 1JNO structure (aa) along the 7) along the 7thth eigenvector calculated in the eigenvector calculated in the 
RTB approach in “negative” (RTB approach in “negative” (bb) and “positive” () and “positive” (cc) directions. Only the gA backbone and the ) directions. Only the gA backbone and the 
Trp residues, viewed down the channel axis, are shown. The gA moTrp residues, viewed down the channel axis, are shown. The gA monomers are colored blue nomers are colored blue 
and green. Blue and green arrows show the direction of motion ofand green. Blue and green arrows show the direction of motion of each monomer. The RTB each monomer. The RTB 
method very accurately approximates the lowest frequency NM: themethod very accurately approximates the lowest frequency NM: the 77thth eigenvector obtained eigenvector obtained 
with standard allwith standard all--mode NMA can be reliably described as a pure rigidmode NMA can be reliably described as a pure rigid--body motion of body motion of 
blocks of consecutive gA residues. The RTB approach with one resblocks of consecutive gA residues. The RTB approach with one residue per block was 13 idue per block was 13 
times faster than the standard alltimes faster than the standard all--mode NMA. Also, memory requirements with the RTB mode NMA. Also, memory requirements with the RTB 
method are much reduced. The figures were generated by our MCICPmethod are much reduced. The figures were generated by our MCICP code.code.

The 7The 7thth normal mode of the 1JNO structure from normal mode of the 1JNO structure from ElNElNemoemo

Figure 6.Figure 6. The structural model of 1JNO (The structural model of 1JNO (aa) perturbed along the 7) perturbed along the 7thth eigenvector in the eigenvector in the 
“negative” (“negative” (bb) and “positive” () and “positive” (cc) directions. Black arrows show the direction of motion of  ) directions. Black arrows show the direction of motion of  
two “tagged” residues from different monomers. In case (two “tagged” residues from different monomers. In case (bb), a large amplitude displacement ), a large amplitude displacement 
distorts the gA structure. The overall motion along the 7distorts the gA structure. The overall motion along the 7thth eigenvector shows a relative axial eigenvector shows a relative axial 
rotation of the gA monomers in opposite directions. Although, a rotation of the gA monomers in opposite directions. Although, a singlesingle--parameter Hookean parameter Hookean 
potential in which all neighboring atoms are linked together is potential in which all neighboring atoms are linked together is used in used in ElNemoElNemo, the 7, the 7thth

eigendirection seems as accurate as that obtained with the alleigendirection seems as accurate as that obtained with the all--atom CHARMM22 force field. atom CHARMM22 force field. 
However, the eigenvalues are even larger than those obtained froHowever, the eigenvalues are even larger than those obtained from the RTB approach. The m the RTB approach. The 
images were generated from the images were generated from the ElNemoElNemo web site.web site.

ElNemoElNemo [8], a web interface to the Elastic Network Model [[8], a web interface to the Elastic Network Model [http://www.igs.cnrshttp://www.igs.cnrs--mrs.fr/ mrs.fr/ 
elnemo/elnemo/], was used to calculate low frequency NMs of the 1JNO structure], was used to calculate low frequency NMs of the 1JNO structure and to generate the and to generate the 
perturbed 1JNO structures along the 7perturbed 1JNO structures along the 7thth eigenvector.eigenvector.

aabb cc

The transitionThe transition--state conformations of the 1JNO system state conformations of the 1JNO system 

�� The lowestThe lowest--frequency eigenvector calculated from the allfrequency eigenvector calculated from the all--mode NMA was tracked in the mode NMA was tracked in the 
“positive” direction using the EF technique. Multiple minima and“positive” direction using the EF technique. Multiple minima and saddle points, and a number saddle points, and a number 
of transitionof transition--state conformers were found on the gating pathway.state conformers were found on the gating pathway.

�� Figure 7Figure 7 shows the transitionshows the transition--state conformer (saddle point) obtained from the minimized state conformer (saddle point) obtained from the minimized 
1JNO system (1JNO system (Figure 1Figure 1) by following the lowest) by following the lowest--frequency eigenvector. The energy frequency eigenvector. The energy 
difference between the global minimum and saddle point 1JNO systdifference between the global minimum and saddle point 1JNO systems is ems is ~~19.7 19.7 kTkT..

�� The next minimum on the transition pathway is only The next minimum on the transition pathway is only ~2 kT more stable than the transition~2 kT more stable than the transition--
state conformer of state conformer of Figure 7Figure 7. At this local minimum on the transition path, the structure of. At this local minimum on the transition path, the structure of the the 
1JNO system (not shown) differs slightly from that at the saddle1JNO system (not shown) differs slightly from that at the saddle point.point.

�� The next saddle point (transitionThe next saddle point (transition--state conformer not shown) is state conformer not shown) is ~25~25.7 kT less stable than .7 kT less stable than 
the previous local minimum conformer. The negative eigenvalue isthe previous local minimum conformer. The negative eigenvalue is --5.014 cm5.014 cm--11. Here the . Here the 55HH--
11O bond is broken and monomers are only stabilized by O bond is broken and monomers are only stabilized by 33HH--33O and O and 33OO--33H bonds. The relative H bonds. The relative 
lateral displacement is larger than that of lateral displacement is larger than that of Figure 7Figure 7. . 

�� The last minimum found on the transition pathway is The last minimum found on the transition pathway is ~14 kT lower in energy than that of ~14 kT lower in energy than that of 
the previous transition state conformation. No other saddle pointhe previous transition state conformation. No other saddle points were found, and the ts were found, and the 
monomers dissociate laterally as seen in monomers dissociate laterally as seen in Figure 8Figure 8..

�� Note: Stationary points (minima and saddle points) on transitionNote: Stationary points (minima and saddle points) on transition pathways are geometries pathways are geometries 
with the lowest strain energy in all modes, i.e. gradients are zwith the lowest strain energy in all modes, i.e. gradients are zero !ero !

1JNO system1JNO system

n          cmn          cm--11

1       1       --8.134948.13494
2       2       --3.86E3.86E--0505
3       3       --2.59E2.59E--0505
4       4       --1.10E1.10E--0505
5       1.38E5       1.38E--0505
6       2.28E6       2.28E--0505
7       6.33E7       6.33E--0505
8       7.563418       7.56341
9       8.516469       8.51646

..........................

aa

bbFigure 7.Figure 7. Structural geometry of the 1JNO system at the saddle Structural geometry of the 1JNO system at the saddle 
point. Views are within a plane (point. Views are within a plane (aa) and along the channel axis () and along the channel axis (bb). ). 
For clarity, only the backbone, ions and waters are shown. The tFor clarity, only the backbone, ions and waters are shown. The three hree 
HBs, HBs, 11HH--55OO, , 11OO--55HH & & 55OO--11HH, are broken. The , are broken. The AA and and BB monomers monomers 
are linked by the three remaining HBs (are linked by the three remaining HBs (33HH--33O, O, 33OO--33H & H & 55HH--11O). At O). At 
the interthe inter--monomer junction the pore is distorted and monomers are monomer junction the pore is distorted and monomers are 
displaced laterally (displaced laterally (bb). Figures were generated by our MCICP code.). Figures were generated by our MCICP code.
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Main observations:Main observations:

Figure 8.Figure 8. The dissociationThe dissociation--state conformer of the 1JNO system.state conformer of the 1JNO system. Views within a plane (Views within a plane (aa) and ) and 
along the channel axis (along the channel axis (bb). Monomers are fully displaced laterally. Figures were generate). Monomers are fully displaced laterally. Figures were generated by d by 
our MCICP code.our MCICP code.

� Tracking the 7Tracking the 7thth eigenvector yields a number of transitioneigenvector yields a number of transition--state conformers with one state conformers with one 
negative eigenvalue indicating saddle points. The monomers rotatnegative eigenvalue indicating saddle points. The monomers rotate in opposite directions with e in opposite directions with 
simultaneous lateral displacement that occludes the pore. Finallsimultaneous lateral displacement that occludes the pore. Finally, monomers dissociate y, monomers dissociate 
laterally agreeing with our earlier predictions [3].laterally agreeing with our earlier predictions [3].

� Initially the Initially the 11HH--55OO & & 55OO--11H H bonds break. As monomers rotate, the bonds break. As monomers rotate, the 11OO--55HH bond also breaks bond also breaks 
resulting in the transitionresulting in the transition--state structure (state structure (Figure 7Figure 7). Further tracking along the lowest). Further tracking along the lowest--
frequency NM breaks the frequency NM breaks the 55HH--11O bond, and finally the O bond, and finally the 33HH--33O & O & 33OO--33H bonds.H bonds.
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Multiple pathways for dissociation of the gA system Multiple pathways for dissociation of the gA system 

Figure 9.Figure 9. Different possibilities for a gating transition in gA observed Different possibilities for a gating transition in gA observed in the MCin the MC--NMF NMF 
simulations. simulations. a:a: Direct dissociation of the 1MAG system without formation of theDirect dissociation of the 1MAG system without formation of the transitiontransition--
state conformers. state conformers. b:b: Breaking HBs within monomer B with first ring (in green) remainBreaking HBs within monomer B with first ring (in green) remaining ing 
HBHB--linked to monomer A. The figures were generated by our MCICP codlinked to monomer A. The figures were generated by our MCICP code.e.
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ConclusionsConclusions

� The most relevant collective mode for gA gating is the lowestThe most relevant collective mode for gA gating is the lowest--frequency NM at frequency NM at ~6.5 cm~6.5 cm--11. . 
Perturbation of the gA system along this mode in either directioPerturbation of the gA system along this mode in either direction leads to almost pure rigidn leads to almost pure rigid--
body body relativerelative rotationsrotations of the gA monomers around the channel axis in opposite directioof the gA monomers around the channel axis in opposite directions.ns.

� If only a few low frequency NMs are implicated in the largeonly a few low frequency NMs are implicated in the large--scale conformational scale conformational 
transitions, the RTB method can be transitions, the RTB method can be reliablyreliably used to identify used to identify potential conformational changespotential conformational changes
for a particular application. As frequency increases, the overlafor a particular application. As frequency increases, the overlap between RTB and standard p between RTB and standard 
allall--mode NM eigenvectors rapidly deviates from unity and is very smamode NM eigenvectors rapidly deviates from unity and is very small at larger frequencies. ll at larger frequencies. 
Therefore, the RTB NMs cannot be used in following the gating paTherefore, the RTB NMs cannot be used in following the gating pathway as it is absolutely thway as it is absolutely 
essential to relax highessential to relax high--frequency NMs.frequency NMs.

� The gating of the gA channel arises from coupled The gating of the gA channel arises from coupled relative monomer rotation and lateral relative monomer rotation and lateral 
displacementdisplacement. Initially, the atomic perturbation along the 7. Initially, the atomic perturbation along the 7thth eigenvector leads to opposed eigenvector leads to opposed 
axial relative rotations of gA monomers. The lateral displacemenaxial relative rotations of gA monomers. The lateral displacement arises later, during EF along t arises later, during EF along 
the lowestthe lowest--frequency NM. This gating mechanism of gA, discovered using a nefrequency NM. This gating mechanism of gA, discovered using a new MCw MC--NMF NMF 
approach in which the direction given by the lowestapproach in which the direction given by the lowest--frequency NM is associated with the frequency NM is associated with the 
transition pathway, agrees perfectly with our earlier predictiontransition pathway, agrees perfectly with our earlier predictions [3] based on the simplified s [3] based on the simplified 
computational model [4] using the rotation angle computational model [4] using the rotation angle �� between gA monomers asbetween gA monomers as a good initial a good initial 
guess for the gating pathway.guess for the gating pathway.

� The essential features of the gating mechanism are The essential features of the gating mechanism are opposed monomer rotation and lateral opposed monomer rotation and lateral 
displacementdisplacement. These two essential features (. These two essential features (rotation and lateral displacementrotation and lateral displacement) are inherent ) are inherent 
aspects of all the gating pathways identified (e.g., direct dissaspects of all the gating pathways identified (e.g., direct dissociation & monomer breakage, ociation & monomer breakage, 
Figure 9Figure 9).).

� Movies showing conformational changes of the gA monomers are avaMovies showing conformational changes of the gA monomers are available at ilable at 
http://people.brandeis.edu/~gennady/gA_NormalModes.htmlhttp://people.brandeis.edu/~gennady/gA_NormalModes.html. Complex transitions that . Complex transitions that 
include a rearrangement of side chains and reconfiguration of thinclude a rearrangement of side chains and reconfiguration of the gA backbone are observed. e gA backbone are observed. 

� Our NMA study and EF along the lowestOur NMA study and EF along the lowest--frequency NM in the gA systems are, like almost frequency NM in the gA systems are, like almost 
all other NMA studies, performed in vacuum. How will the directiall other NMA studies, performed in vacuum. How will the direction of observed gating on of observed gating 
transitions be different in the presence of lipid and water surrtransitions be different in the presence of lipid and water surroundings? It is known that largeoundings? It is known that large--
amplitude motions in a realistic environment are strongly overdaamplitude motions in a realistic environment are strongly overdamped and diffusive in nature, mped and diffusive in nature, 
not vibrational at all, which makes low frequencies of little phnot vibrational at all, which makes low frequencies of little physical significance. However, ysical significance. However, 
there is compelling evidence that the intrinsically allowed direthere is compelling evidence that the intrinsically allowed directionality of structural changes ctionality of structural changes 
in proteins is not affected by the presence of solvent or the usin proteins is not affected by the presence of solvent or the use of highly simplified potential e of highly simplified potential 
functions [9]. Intrinsic motions that go against NMs are structufunctions [9]. Intrinsic motions that go against NMs are structurally forbidden.rally forbidden. The directions The directions 
of structural change along NMs are unique for each particular prof structural change along NMs are unique for each particular protein, and the shape of the otein, and the shape of the 
protein plays a predominant role in determining the eigenvectorsprotein plays a predominant role in determining the eigenvectors of lowof low--frequency NMs [10]. frequency NMs [10]. 
Thus, Thus, only the eigendirections are meaningfulonly the eigendirections are meaningful, not the timescales and amplitudes of low, not the timescales and amplitudes of low--
frequency motions derived from corresponding eigenvalues. Thereffrequency motions derived from corresponding eigenvalues. Therefore, we conclude that the ore, we conclude that the 
predicted gating predicted gating mechanismmechanism inin the gA systems will not change in the presence of lipid and the gA systems will not change in the presence of lipid and 
water surroundings, as water surroundings, as the gating mechanism is an intrinsic property of the gA architecthe gating mechanism is an intrinsic property of the gA architectureture. . 
The gating transition occurs when the gA system and surroundingsThe gating transition occurs when the gA system and surroundings concentrate a significant concentrate a significant 
amount of the thermal energy in the lowestamount of the thermal energy in the lowest--frequency eigendirection, the transition pathway frequency eigendirection, the transition pathway 
with the minimal energy cost, to mount the barrier and cross frowith the minimal energy cost, to mount the barrier and cross from the open to closed state.m the open to closed state.
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� Real largeReal large--amplitude motions along the gating pathway are not simple relatiamplitude motions along the gating pathway are not simple relative rigidve rigid--body body 
motions of monomers. Before backbone realignment can occur, it imotions of monomers. Before backbone realignment can occur, it is imperative to reorganize s imperative to reorganize 
the side chains and alter relative monomer tilt. This highlightsthe side chains and alter relative monomer tilt. This highlights the importance of using the allthe importance of using the all--
mode NMA to properly describe gating transitions in proteins.mode NMA to properly describe gating transitions in proteins.

1JNO is less stressed than 1MAG!1JNO is less stressed than 1MAG!


